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Abstract: Austenite formation was numerically investigated using Thermo-Calc/DICTRA in a
deformed ferrite/pearlite microstructure to produce dual-phase steels. This work aims to better
understand how the interface conditions (local equilibrium with negligible partitioning—LENP—or
local equilibrium with partitioning—LEP) control the austenite growth kinetics during the intercritical
annealing. Inspired by our experimental observations, two nucleation sites were considered. The
austenite formed from pearlite islands showed a regime transition from LENP to LEP when the
holding stage started. For the growth of austenite from isolated carbides, three stages were identified
during the heating stage: first, slow growth under LEP; then, fast growth under LENP; and finally,
after dissolution of the carbide, slow growth again. LENP and LEP interface conditions may coexist
thanks to these regime transitions. In the case of competition, LEP conditions hinder austenite growth
while it is promoted by LENP interface conditions. Such differences in growth kinetics explain, in
part, the morphogenesis of dual-phase microstructures.

Keywords: austenite transformation; intercritical annealing; kinetics; DICTRA simulations; local
equilibrium; regime transition

1. Introduction

Within the scope of the numerical transition of industry, steelmakers develop new
modeling tools to drive their product lines [1–3]. Contrary to purely statistical approaches
(including new machine learning capabilities), physic-based models offer additional ad-
vantages in terms of predicting ability even outside their calibration range, modularity, or
possible extensions to other production steps or sites. However, such models are necessary
to understand, quantify, and predict all the metallurgical mechanisms as well as their
interactions all along the production line. The present work aims to contribute to the
development of a such model for the production of conventional dual-phase (DP) steels
but also to medium-Mn TRIP-aided steels in the future.

The DP microstructure consists of a ductile ferritic matrix hardened by martensitic
dispersed islands. It is obtained by the intercritical annealing of a cold-rolled ferrite-
pearlite microstructure. During the heating stage, carbides dissolve and austenite forms
and grows [4,5]. The soaking in the intercritical range, during which the microstructure is
ferrite-austenite, is followed by a fast cooling. During the cooling stage, ferrite can grow,
but pearlite formation is prevented, and austenite transforms into quench components
such as bainite or martensite (by displacive transformations). The mechanical properties
of DP steels, combining both ductility and high strength, are driven by the morphology
of their final heterogeneous microstructure, which is very sensitive to the intermediate
austenite-ferrite microstructure formed during the intercritical annealing [2,6,7].
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Our work is thus dedicated to the understanding of austenite formation from the
initial microstructure, and in particular via the dissolution of cementite, as the growth of
austenite in the intercritical range requires a source of carbon, and the content of carbon in
ferrite is always very low.

In the cold-rolled state, cementite is found either in pearlite [4,5,8,9] or in isolated/
dispersed carbides [8–10]. Both are observed in the initial microstructure of the steel
studied in this work. A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrograph, processed by
image analysis, of the studied industrial semi-product heated at 3 ◦C/s up to 600 ◦C
and quenched (Picral etching) is shown in Figure 1 [9]. The image analysis (binarization,
routines detailed in [4], and manual sorting) helps to discriminate the studied objects in the
microstructure. The initial microstructure is composed of elongated pearlite islands, whose
pearlitic cementite is colored purple, and isolated carbides, colored white, dispersed in a
ferrite matrix, colored black.
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Figure 1. SEM micrograph of the industrial semi-product after heating at 3 ◦C/s up to 600 ◦C and
gas quenched. An image analysis (data from [4]) is used to discriminate the studied objects: Ferrite is
artificially colored black, pearlitic cementite purple, and isolated carbides white.

These two sources of carbon are distinguished mainly by very different distances
between the closest neighboring carbides and probably by different enrichments in substi-
tutional elements. The presence of these two sources of carbon with their own thermochem-
ical characteristics suggests that their dissolution kinetics and thus their participation in
austenite transformation will also be different. In fact, the austenite transformation kinetics
are known to be controlled by thermodynamic conditions at interfaces (cementite/austenite
and austenite/ferrite) and long-range diffusion of alloying elements.

The austenite formation thermokinetics in Fe-C-X steels are often studied considering
local equilibrium (LE) at the cementite/austenite and ferrite/austenite interfaces [5,10–17].
Two transformation regimes are defined: either substitutional partitioning is observed,
called local equilibrium with partitioning (LEP), or not, called local equilibrium with
negligible partitioning (LENP). The kinetics are either controlled by carbon diffusion under
the LENP regime or by substitutional element diffusion under the LEP regime.

In Fe-C-Mn, starting from a ferrite-pearlite microstructure, Speich et al. [5] highlighted
regime transitions during intercritical annealing. After the fast dissolution of the pearlite
island, austenite grows fast in the ferrite matrix under the LENP regime. When carbon’s
chemical potential reaches equilibrium, austenite grows slowly under the LEP regime.
Similarly, the dissolution of isolated carbides (IC) in the matrix, simulated by Lai et al. [10],
showed a regime transition. After nucleation on carbides, austenite grows fast under the
LENP regime. After complete carbide dissolution, austenite grows slowly under the LEP
regime.
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The literature reports several modeling solutions for austenite formation. Empirical
laws suit well for diffusive phase transformation [8,18,19]. However, their extrapolation
to other materials is inadequate, as they rely on fitted parameters and experimental data.
On the contrary, physically based models are more robust to extrapolation. The diffusion-
controlled approach usually considers a sharp interface with Local Equilibrium and solves
Fick’s equations [9,10,12,16,17,19–21]. In the interface-controlled approach, the interface
friction limits the migration of the interface [22]. The mixed-mode model combines these
two approaches [23,24]. However, the mobility parameters are often fitted to the studied
steels. cellular automaton (CA) [25–27] and phase field (PF) [28–31] are the main full field
models used to model phase transformation in steels. They are powerful numerical tools to
simulate microstructural evolutions, but they have large computational needs. The systems
are usually simplified to binary Fe-C or ternary with no (PE) or negligible (LENP) parti-
tioning [32]. No significant substitutional partitioning (LEP) during austenite formation
is modeled. Recently, machine learning (ML) approaches predicted phase transformation
kinetics, microstructures, and mechanical properties [33–36] with reduced computation
time. The quality of the ML models depends on the training dataset. Producing the train-
ing data and formatting it can be time-consuming in experiment time and expensive in
computation time.

Moreno et al. [4,9] simulated austenite formation in a microstructure containing both
pearlite and isolated carbides, as in Figure 1, using Thermo-Calc/DICTRA. The simulations
reproduced well the growth regime transitions from carbon diffusion (LENP) to manganese
diffusion (LEP) controlled regimes as well as the final austenite overshoot, as observed
during in situ HEXRD (High Energy X-Ray Diffraction) experiments on synchrotron beam
lines. However, those carbon sources were investigated in separate simulation cells. As
a consequence, carbon transfer by diffusion through the ferrite matrix is prevented. This
hypothesis is probably too simplistic because, as Miyamoto et al. [14] have shown, the
dissolution of carbides can take place in ferrite without austenite, and the ferritic matrix is
likely to sustain a significant carbon flux.

In this work, austenite formation during intercritical annealing is simulated in an
industrial-like system inspired by a microstructural analysis using Transmission Electron
Microscope (TEM) and SEM measurements. This paper focuses on the thermodynamic
conditions at interfaces governing austenite formation kinetics and, in particular, the possi-
ble LENP/LEP competitions when encountering two close sources of carbon of different
natures (pearlite/isolated carbide). It will be highlighted that only austenite with LENP
interface conditions continues to grow significantly, fed by a carbon flux in ferrite and from
austenite with LEP interface conditions.

2. Materials and Methods/Simulation Settings

Austenite growth during the intercritical annealing at 800 ◦C is investigated in an
industrial-like semi-product (i.e., as cold-rolled) for DP600 production by numerical sim-
ulations. The constant heating rate of 3 ◦C/s from room temperature to 800 ◦C chosen
to conduct the simulations corresponds to current-day industrial practices. The studied
thermal cycle is schematized in Figure 2.

The industrial nominal composition of the alloy is simplified to the ternary system
Fe-0.1C-1.9Mn (wt%). DP steels generally contain additional alloying elements such as
Cr, Si, Al, etc. The thermodynamics of the system are affected as the ortho-equilibrium
(OE) austenite volume fraction at 800 ◦C increases from 81%, using the full industrial
nominal composition, to 88%, using the simplified composition. The use of a model
system is recommended in such a case as it ensures numerical convergence and mass
balance and, thus, highlights the mechanisms without any numerical perturbation, which
could affect the interface conditions. Besides, considering the full nominal composition
in computations would require extrapolations from lower-order systems according to the
CALPHAD method [37]. Thus, computation time would significantly increase with few
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gains in precision. The simplification to the ternary system diminishes in no way the
generality of the results obtained.
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Figure 2. Thermal cycle of the studied annealing treatment. The interrupted thermal treatments
followed to produce the microstructures shown in Figures 3 and 4 are represented, as are the
time/temperature domains used for the respective simulation cells. (See the main text for detailed
explanations.)

The initial microstructure in the cold-rolled state of the studied industrial semi-product
is shown in Figure 1. Pearlite islands (P) and isolated carbides (IC) constitute two carbon
sources for austenite formation. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the growth
regimes of the austenite formed from those different sources and their possible competition.

Three simulation cells were designed to this end. The first one is used to investigate
the planar growth of austenite formed from pearlite bands, and the second one is used to
study the carbide dissolution and growth of austenite from isolated carbides. The third
cell is designed to investigate the competition between austenite domains with different
interface conditions. The frame of investigation for each cell is reported in Figure 2.

The simulations were performed using the Thermo-Calc/DICTRA software (2020b
version released by Thermo-Calc in 2020) [38] with the TCFE9 and MOBFE2 databases. The
simulations are based on a local field model considering sharp interface and local equilib-
rium (LE) interface conditions. The diffusion equations are solved using activities. Meshing
nodes are distributed on a unidimensional grid according to a geometrical progression
to ensure a finer mesh at the moving interface. Both time and spatial discretization were
set to ensure numerical convergence. Initializing the simulation cells with a continuity of
manganese u-fraction or the LE tie-line at interfaces, computed with Thermo-Calc, was
found to help the simulations start and promote numerical convergence.

In the following sections, we will present in detail the parameters used for the data
collection of the studied configurations based on microstructural observations. By using the
parameters of a real microstructure, it is possible to set consistent conditions for comparable
numerical simulations.

2.1. Simulation Cell for Austenite Planar Growth Investigation (APG Cell)

A SEM micrograph after Picral etching of the studied steel annealed up to 780 ◦C at
3 ◦C/s and quenched is shown in Figure 3a. A former pearlitic domain, already transformed
into austenite at 780 ◦C, is contoured in white. It corresponds to the intermediate state of the
microstructure at the very beginning of the austenite growth, just after the transformation
of the pearlitic island into austenite. Considering its aspect ratio, the domain can be
considered to grow in ferrite with a planar interface. Inspired by a complete SEM study
detailed in [9], the first simulation cell, schematized in Figure 3b, aims to study the austenite
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(γ) growth in the ferrite matrix (α) after pearlite islands transformation considering a planar
geometry. The key microstructure sizes in the simulation are also reported.
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Figure 3. (a) SEM micrograph of the studied steel heated up to 780 ◦C and quenched (cf. Figure 1). A
former pearlitic domain, transformed into austenite during heating, is delineated in white. The cell
used to simulate this growth is schematized in (b).

The pearlite islands are often aligned in relation to manganese microsegregation bands
observed in these industrial steels and thus form “bands” of pearlite. These pearlite islands
are formed at the end of the hot-rolling process, on the run-out-table, and during coiling.
After a prior study on the studied steel, pearlite formed around 570 ◦C. In this condition,
using Hultgren’s extrapolation of Acm [39], the carbon composition of pearlite is estimated
at 1.78 at% (0.39 wt%).

A previous simulation study by Moreno et al. [4,9] on this steel highlighted that
pearlite dissolution and transformation into austenite is fast and occurs around 760 ◦C
(757 ◦C exactly). The austenite inherits the composition of the pearlite island. Moreno’s
study also showed that pearlitic cementite dissolution occurs with partitioning [4], which
could involve local heterogeneities (ghost manganese enrichment [40]). However, these
heterogeneities are assumed to be too far from the interface to influence its velocity. For
the sake of simplicity, carbon and manganese are thus considered homogenized in the
austenite in our simulations.

The level of microsegregation is only +/−0.1 wt%. Thus, manganese microsegregation
is neglected, as in [4]. The manganese u-fraction is supposed to be equal and uniform
throughout the system and set to the nominal composition of 1.94 at%.

Ferrite carbon composition in bulk is evaluated at 4.42 × 10−2 at% with Thermo-Calc,
considering the continuity of carbon activity at the interface.

The thickness of the simulation cell is set to tcell = 6 µm, the half of the distance
between two pearlite bands. A carbon balance gives the austenite (24%) and ferrite (76%)
volume fractions. The thickness of the austenite layer, tγ = 1.42 µm, and the ferrite layer,
tα = 4.58 µm, are deduced from their fraction.

2.2. Simulation Cell for Carbide Dissolution and Austenite Growth Investigation (CD and
AG Cell)

A SEM micrograph after Picral etching of the studied steel annealed at 740 ◦C at
3 ◦C/s and quenched is shown in Figure 4a. Remaining isolated carbides (bright white)
are surrounded by austenite (etched—dark gray) either inside ferrite (light gray) grains or
at grain boundaries. It corresponds to the intermediate state of the microstructure at the
very beginning of the austenite growth, just after its nucleation on isolated carbides. This
configuration has inspired our second simulation cell, schematized in Figure 4b. This latter
aims to study the isolated carbide (θ) dissolution and the resulting austenite (γ) growth in
the ferrite matrix (α), considering a spherical geometry. The key sizes to describe the initial
microstructure in the simulation are reported in Figure 4b.
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In the initial state, the simulation cell contains a carbide in a ferrite matrix. During
the heating stage, the austenite formation starts around 710 ◦C, as shown by our SEM and
HEXRD study detailed in [9] and supported by the empirical formula of Kasatkin [41]
considering the simplified composition. The initial state is set to 710 ◦C. At this tempera-
ture, spheroidization has already occurred, as shown by Moreno [4,9,42]. Thus, spherical
geometry has been chosen. During heating up to 710 ◦C, the carbides coarsen and are
progressively enriched in manganese. This latter enrichment was quantified by TEM.
The carbide radius and manganese u-fraction are set to Rθ = 110 nm and Uθ

Mn = 8.8 at%,
respectively, supported by the TEM measurements. As the numerical convergence of
DICTRA simulation was improved by initializing the simulation cells with a continuity
of manganese u-fraction or a LE tie-line at interfaces, the composition and size of both
austenite and ferrite were computed using Thermo-Calc calculations.
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Figure 4. (a) SEM micrograph after Picral etching of the studied steel annealed at 740 ◦C and
quenched (cf. Figure 1). Remaining isolated carbides (bright white) are surrounded by austenite
(etched—dark gray) either inside ferrite (gray) grains or at grain boundaries. The cell used to simulate
this growth is schematized in the initial state at 710 ◦C in (b).

Facing the lack of data on the nucleation energy of austenite on carbides, the inactive
phase option of Thermo-Calc/DICTRA is not used in the following simulations [4,19].
Thus, a thin layer of austenite is inserted between the carbide and the ferrite shell. The
thickness of this austenite layer is arbitrarily set to tγ = 0.1 nm. Moreno et al. [43] showed
that the manganese profile in cementite particles is nearly flat. The manganese u-fraction is
supposed to be initially uniform inside the carbide and the matrix.

Figure 5a shows the phase diagram of the ternary Fe-C-Mn system. The composition of
the carbide at the interface

(
Xθ/γ

C , Uθ/γ
Mn

)
is supposed to be identical to its bulk composition(

Xθ
C, Uθ

Mn

)
and is indicated by a cross labeled 4. The composition of the austenite at the

interface γ/θ,
(

Xγ/θ
C = 3.0 at%, Uγ/θ

Mn = 8.8 at%
)

, is indicated by a cross labeled 3. This
composition is computed using Thermo-Calc, considering the continuity of the u-fraction
of manganese at the interface γ/θ (Uγ/θ

Mn = Uθ
Mn). The composition of ferrite and austenite

at the interface γ/α is chosen as follows:

1. First, possible ferrite compositions (Xα
C , Uα

Mn), plotted in Figure 5b with a black dotted
line, are computed by carbon mass balance as a function of the cell size such that the
simulation cell has the nominal composition in carbon and manganese of the steel.
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2. Then, Thermo-Calc is used to compute equilibrium operative tie-lines, highlighted
in Figure 5b with gray solid lines, at the interface α/γ at 710 ◦C. There is a single
ferrite composition that both belongs to an equilibrium tie-line and makes possible
the mass balance. This composition, marked by a cross labeled 1 in Figure 5a,b, is
chosen as ferrite bulk composition

(
Xα

C = 1.2× 10−2 at%, Uα
Mn = 1.8 at%

)
and inter-

face composition
(

Xα/γ
C , Uα/γ

Mn

)
. The chosen tie-line, plotted with a black solid line

in Figure 5a,b, gives the austenite composition
(

Xγ/α
C = 0.8 at%, Uγ/α

Mn = 5.3 at%
)

at
the interface γ/α, represented by the cross labeled 2 in Figure 5a,b.

3. Finally, the carbon and manganese profiles in austenite are supposed to be linear
between interface compositions. The initial carbon and manganese profiles are schema-
tized in Figure 4b.

Figure 5. (a) Phase diagram of ternary Fe-C-Mn with compositions at interfaces θ/γ (black dotted
line) and γ/α (black dashed line). Portion 1 is the bulk and interface ferrite composition, 2 is the
austenite composition at the interface γ/α, 3 is the austenite composition at the interface γ/θ, and
4 is the bulk carbide composition. (b) Phase diagram of ternary Fe-C-Mn at 710 ◦C at the interface
γ/α. Ferrite bulk compositions computed by mass balance are plotted with a dotted line. Ferrite and
austenite interface compositions under LENP conditions computed with Thermo-Calc are plotted
with dashed lines, respectively. The unique LENP tie-line respecting the mass balance is plotted with
a black solid line.

2.3. Simulation Cell for Interface Condition Competition Investigation (ICC Cell)

A third simulation cell is designed to investigate the possible growth competition
between austenite islands with different LE interface conditions—with, labeled γLEP, or
without, labeled γLENP, manganese partitioning—in the ferrite matrix (α). To this end, a
planar geometry is used. Figure 6 shows size parameters and schematizes composition
profiles along the simulation cell. Two austenite islands are placed at both ends of the cell.

Inspired by APG cells (2.1), their carbon composition is set to 1.78 at%. A carbon mass
balance gives ferrite carbon composition in bulk. Manganese depletion due to previous
growth under LEP interface conditions is imitated in ferrite at the interface α/γLEP. The
depletion width is inspired by isolated carbide dissolution simulations during the heating
stage at 3 ◦C/s. The depletion width at 757 ◦C, the initial temperature for the present cell,
is extracted from the results of the simulation using the CD and AG cell. Considering a
manganese mass balance from spherical to planar geometry, the depletion width in the ICC
cell is set to 350 nm.

To initialize the LENP tie-line, the manganese u-fraction in γLENP and ferrite is set
equal to the nominal u-fraction. Manganese partitioning in γR is reproduced. The man-
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ganese composition in γLEP is the composition of γLENP, to which the manganese of the
depletion is added.
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The cell size is set to 6 µm, inspired by the APG cell (2.1). The thickness of the
austenite islands is arbitrarily set to 0.5 µm. The global composition of this model cell,
wC

0 = 0.073 wt% and wMn
0 = 1.91 wt%, is not exactly the nominal simplified composition

of the studied alloy, lowering the ortho-equilibrium (OE). If the thickness of the austenite is-
lands were chosen by carbon mass balance so that the global composition of the cell matches
the nominal composition of the studied steel, the cell becomes almost completely austeni-
tized (97%) during the holding stage. This makes impossible the analysis of the interaction
between austenite islands in the late holding stage, especially the manganese partition.

3. Results and Discussion

In the following, the results of the different simulations are presented and discussed.
Austenite fractions computed with Thermo-Calc/DICTRA are compared to the expected
theoretical LENP and OE fractions. The first one is the austenite fraction computed consid-
ering LENP interface conditions and no carbon or manganese gradient in austenite or in
ferrite. The second one is the austenite fraction at ortho-equilibrium.

These numerical results are deliberately not compared with the experimental data [4,9],
as they were obtained on a quinary alloy with a significantly different ortho-equilibrium.

3.1. Austenite Planar Growth (APG Cell)

The austenite (γ) fraction computed with Thermo-Calc/DICTRA is plotted with a
solid line in Figure 7 during the heating (a) and holding (b) stages.

After pearlite dissolution at about 760 ◦C, the simulation cell contains 24% austenite.
During the heating stage, the austenite fraction increases with temperature, indicating the
growth of the initial band. A gap between the austenite fraction and the LENP fraction
appears and widens as the temperature increases. The austenite fraction is 63% at the end
of the heating stage, lower than the expected LENP fraction. The austenite fraction keeps
increasing and finally reaches 97% after 250 s holding. Then the fraction remains stable.
The final fraction overshoots the OE of the simplified ternary (88%) by 9%.

Operative tie-lines computed using Thermo-Calc/DICTRA (a) and carbon profiles
(b) at 760 ◦C (green), 780 ◦C (yellow), and 800 ◦C (orange) during the heating stage are
plotted in Figure 8. All along the heating stage, the manganese composition of austenite at
the moving interface is inherited from the ferrite. Thus, austenite growth occurs under the
LENP regime during the heating stage. Nevertheless, carbon in austenite is not completely
homogeneous at the end of the heating at 3 ◦C/s. Considering the geometry of the system
and the chosen dimensions, 3 ◦C/s is too fast for carbon to diffuse to the interface and
homogenize in the whole austenite. Still, the carbon composition at the interface corre-
sponds to LENP conditions, as pictured in Figure 8a. This carbon distribution leads to a
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lower austenite fraction than expected under theoretical LENP conditions (LENP interface
conditions and no composition gradient). At the very beginning of the holding stage,
carbon diffuses in austenite and is homogeneously distributed in less than 4 s.
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Figure 8. (a) Computed tie-lines and (b) carbon profiles during the heating stage at 760 ◦C (green),
780 ◦C (yellow), and 800 ◦C (orange) for APG cell.

The manganese u-fraction through the simulation cell at the end of the holding stage
is plotted in Figure 9. The u-fraction remains stable from the center of the simulation cell to
the position of the interface at the end of carbon homogenization. A gradient is built by
manganese partition from this latter position to the interface position after 600 s at 800 ◦C.
The manganese composition in ferrite is homogenous and equals the manganese interface
composition. The manganese gradient indicates a regime transition from LENP to LEP,
indicated by an arrow in Figure 9. Under the LEP regime, austenite growth is controlled
by slow manganese diffusion in ferrite. The austenite growth stops when manganese
u-fraction in ferrite reaches the interface composition. The austenite overshoot (i.e., the
austenite fraction overcoming the OE) during the holding stage is due to the manganese
heterogeneity in austenite, as explained by many authors in the literature [4,10,16,19,44,45].
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Figure 9. Manganese profiles at the end (600 s) of the holding stage (800 ◦C). The dotted line indicated
the initial position of the interface. The arrow indicates the transition between the LENP and LEP
regimes. The gradient built during the LEP regime is stable due to the slow manganese diffusion in
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3.2. Carbide Dissolution and Austenite Growth Investigation (CD and AG Cell)

The carbide (θ—red solid line) and austenite (γ—black solid line) fractions calculated
using the CD and AG cell are plotted in Figure 10 during the heating stage at 3 ◦C/s. The
expected theoretical LENP and OE austenite fractions are plotted with dashed and dotted
lines, respectively.
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Figure 10. Carbide (red) and austenite (black) fractions during heating stages (3 ◦C/s) calculated
with the CD and AG cell. Austenite fractions calculated using the studied cell are plotted with solid
lines, expected theoretical LENP fractions with a dashed line, and OE fractions with a dotted line.

Initially, the simulation cell contains 1.3% carbide and a negligible fraction of austenite.
During heating, three growth stages are observed. First, the carbide fraction decreases
while the austenite fraction increases, both slowly (stage I). Around 740 ◦C (stage II), the
carbide fraction shrinks down to 0% and the austenite fraction reaches approximatively the
LENP fraction in a very short time (less than 0.5 s).

The operative tie-lines at the interface γ/α (a) and θ/γ (b—zoom on austenite side—
and c—zoom on cementite side) and manganese profiles (d) at 730 ◦C (dark blue), 740 ◦C
(blue), and 760 ◦C (green) during heating at 3 ◦C/s are plotted in Figure 11. At 730 ◦C (stage
I), the operative tie-lines at both interfaces γ/α (a) and θ/γ (b) show a manganese u-fraction
in the growing austenite higher than the manganese u-fraction in the parent phases (in black
dotted lines), ferrite and cementite, respectively. During stage I, austenite growth occurs
under LEP interface conditions, i.e., with manganese partitioning. On the contrary, at 740 ◦C
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(stage II), austenite inherits the manganese u-fraction of the parent phases at both interfaces.
During stage II, austenite grows under LENP interface conditions, i.e., without manganese
partitioning. At 760 ◦C (stage III), the carbide is completely dissolved. Once again, the
manganese u-fraction in austenite is higher than in ferrite, showing manganese partitioning.
During stage III, austenite growth occurs again under LEP interface conditions.

Contrary to the previous case (APG cell—3.1), LEP interface conditions appear before
reaching the holding stage at 800 ◦C.
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cementite are indicated by a black dotted line in (a,b), respectively. The initial manganese profile is
represented by a black solid line in (d).

During the heating stage, austenite growth is subject to two regime transitions. At
760 ◦C, these successive transitions result in a manganese gradient built into austenite, as
shown in green in Figure 11d. The initial profile is plotted with a black solid line.

In the center of the cell (distance < 10 nm), the manganese u-fraction appears higher
than the initial manganese u-fraction in the carbide. This is due to numerical instabilities
while the carbide comes to complete dissolution. From 10 nm to 100 nm, the manganese
u-fraction equals the initial fraction in the carbide (8.8%) due to fast carbide dissolution
under LENP interface conditions during stage II [4,10]. Around the initial θ/α interface
(100–140 nm), manganese u-fraction is higher than the initial fraction in the carbide and
ferrite (8.8% and 1.94%) due to the first slow dissolution of the carbide under LEP interface
conditions during stage I. Fast austenite growth under LENP interface conditions during
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stage II leads to manganese u-fraction close to the fraction in ferrite between 140 nm and
250 nm. Finally, manganese u-fraction increases up to 2.2% at the current interface position
(320 nm—indicated by a green dashed line) due to manganese partitioning during stage III.
In ferrite, this last growth stage (III) leads to a manganese depletion in front of the interface.
The width of this depletion is about 55 nm.

The slow diffusion of manganese in austenite leads to the conservation of this particu-
lar manganese profile built by the successive dissolution/growth regimes.

The first regime transition from LEP to LENP is attributed to the partitioning-negligible
partitioning transition temperature (PNTT) of the carbide. This theoretical temperature
indicates the temperature during heating of the slow to fast carbide dissolution regime. This
temperature is determined using the criterion established by Miyamoto in [14]. Thermo-
Calc is used to compute carbon activity in austenite at the interfaces θ/γ and γ/α in the
ternary Fe-0.1C-1.91 Mn. The PNTT of the studied carbide is evaluated at 731 ◦C, which
corresponds well to the observed transition from stage I to stage II.

The second regime transition from LENP to LEP is attributed to the complete dis-
solution of the carbide. After complete dissolution, the rich carbon source disappears.
Considering the short diffusion distances in the growing austenite at this moment, car-
bon spreads quickly in austenite. When carbon is homogenous in austenite, the growth
continues under manganese diffusion control.

3.3. Interface Condition Competition (ICC Cell)

The two simulations presented above showed that the interface conditions prevailing
during the growth of austenite from pearlite or from isolated carbides are different and
could appear at different stages (i.e., at different temperatures along the same heating ramp).
For instance, LENP (APG cell—3.1) or LEP (CD and AG cell—3.2) interface conditions
could co-exist within the same temperature range (760–800 ◦C). This section discusses
the competition of these interface conditions when put together, studied using the ICC
simulation cell (2.3). In the following, the austenite regions set with LENP and LEP interface
conditions are labeled γLENP and γLEP, respectively.

Carbon chemical potential gradients ∇µC are plotted in Figure 12 in the initial state
(black) and at 760 ◦C (green) in the ICC cell. Interfaces γLENP/α and γLEP/α are indicated
by dashed lines. In the initial state, a positive ∇µC is observed in ferrite in the manganese-
depleted zone. Elsewhere in the cell, ∇µC equals 0. At 760 ◦C, a constant positive ∇µC is
established in ferrite. A positive ∇µC is built in γLEP, whereas a negative one is observed
in γLENP.
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As the simulation starts, the carbon chemical potential gradient in the manganese-
depleted zone establishes a carbon flux from the interface γLEP/α to the bulk ferrite. Once
outside the manganese-depleted zone, carbon diffuses rapidly in the bulk ferrite from
the manganese-depleted zone to the interface γLENP/α. This carbon flux in ferrite tends
to deplete the ferrite in carbon at the interface γLEP/α and, on the contrary, accumulate
carbon in ferrite at the interface γLENP/α. To keep the LENP tie-line at both interfaces,
carbon diffuses through the interfaces from γLEP to ferrite and, then, from ferrite to γLENP.
In the steady state, this leads to a constant positive ∇µC in ferrite and positive ∇µC at
both interfaces, as observed at 760 ◦C, and makes the carbon flux persistent along the
heating stage.

γLENP, γLEP, and total austenite fractions calculated using the ICC cell are plotted in
Figure 13 during the heating stage at 3 ◦C/s (a) and holding stage at 800 ◦C (b). The γLENP
fraction is plotted with a dotted-dashed line, the γLEP fraction with a double dotted-dashed
line, and the total austenite fraction with a solid line. The expected theoretical LENP and
OE austenite fractions are plotted with dashed and dotted lines, respectively, considering
the nominal composition of the studied cell (wC

0 = 0.073 wt% and wMn
0 = 1.91 wt%).

During the heating stage at 3 ◦C/s, only γLENP grows significantly, from 10% to 42%,
due to carbon transfer shown above. The γLEP fraction remains stable at 10%. The total
austenite fraction closely follows the expected theoretical LENP fraction all along the
heating stage. Both interfaces follow LENP conditions, and the heating rate is slow enough
for carbon to spread almost uniformly in austenite.
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dotted-dashed line, and solid line, respectively.

At the beginning of the holding stage, carbon’s chemical potential homogenizes
quickly (in less than 10 s), almost stopping the carbon transfer. The simultaneous growth
of both γLENP and γLEP, controlled by manganese diffusion in ferrite, is made possible.
Still, γLENP grows faster than γLEP. Both fractions stabilize after 350 s. The γLENP fraction
stabilizes at 72%, whereas the γLEP fraction stabilizes at only 17%.

The manganese u-fraction through the ICC cell after 100 s at 800 ◦C is plotted in
Figure 14a. Only the portion between 2.5 µm and 5.5 µm is plotted. Below 2.5 µm is where
austenite growth occurred under the LENP regime, making manganese u-fraction constant
at 1.94 at%. Above 5.5 µm is where the initial γLEP was, making the manganese u-fraction
constant at 2.38 at%. These profiles are preserved because of very slow manganese diffusion
in austenite. The current interface positions are indicated by dashed lines. Both interfaces
have the same interface composition, i.e., the same tie-line. From 2.5 µm to the interface
γLENP/α and from 5.5 µm to the interface γLEP/α, a manganese gradient is built up to
2.2 at% by manganese partitioning during growth under the LEP regime since the beginning
of the holding stage. In ferrite, manganese u-fraction is lower in front of the interfaces,
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down to 1.0 at% at the interfaces. Between 4.2 µm and 4.5 µm, the manganese u-fraction is
close to 1.94 at%, the initial composition of ferrite outside the manganese depletion. The
manganese depletions in ferrite in front of the interfaces are due to growth with manganese
partitioning. The depletion is wider at the interface γLEP/α, as this interface was initialized
with a depletion.
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Figure 14. Manganese profiles (a) and chemical potential gradient (b) after 100 s at 800 ◦C according
to the simulation conducted on the ICC cell. Interfaces γLENP/α (on the left) and γLENP/α (on the
right) are indicated by dashed lines.

The manganese chemical potential gradient ∇µMn in the ICC cell after 100 s at 800 ◦C
is plotted in Figure 14b. Interfaces γLENP/α and γLEP/α are indicated by dashed lines.
A small positive ∇µMn in γLENP and a small negative ∇µMn in γLEP are observed in the
manganese gradients. Manganese tends to diffuse slowly in austenite. In the manganese-
depleted zones of ferrite, a high positive ∇µMn in front of the interface γLENP/α and
a high negative ∇µMn in front of the interface γLEP/α are observed. The higher ∇µMn
in ferrite compared to austenite makes the austenite growth controlled by manganese
diffusion in ferrite. ∇µMn is higher in front of the interface γLENP/α than in front of the
interface γLEP/α because of the asymmetrical manganese depletions in ferrite. The sharper
manganese depletion in front of the interface γLENP/α makes the ∇µMn higher. This latter
leads to a faster growth of γLENP, though both γLENP and γLEP have the same tie-line.

A growth regime transition is observed at both interfaces. In less than 10 s, the LENP
tie-line moves on to a LEP tie-line. Before fraction stabilization (t < 350 s), austenite growth
is controlled by manganese diffusion in ferrite. Manganese partitioning builds a gradient
in the growing γLENP and γLEP. As shown with the APG cell (3.1), the austenite growth
becomes controlled by slow manganese diffusion in austenite and stops when manganese
u-fraction in ferrite reaches the interface composition. Once again, the final overshoot is
due to the manganese heterogeneities in both γLENP and γLEP.

4. Discussions

All numerical simulations studied in this work showed particular kinetic behaviors
due to interface conditions and growth regime transitions.

First, austenite growth without manganese partitioning during heating was shown by
Teixeira et al. [9] using a spherical geometry. However, they showed full austenitization
before the holding stage, making it impossible to study the eventual transition from the
LENP to the LEP regime at the beginning of the holding stage. In the present work, full
austenitization does not take place and the transition from the LENP to the LEP regime
at the beginning of the holding stage is observed. This transition was studied under
isothermal conditions by Speich et al. [5], without taking into account the previous heating
stage. The present simulation of austenite planar growth (APG cell—3.1) from transformed
pearlite islands showed both a growth under the LENP regime, i.e., without manganese
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partitioning, during the heating stage and the transition from growth controlled by carbon
diffusion in austenite (LENP interface conditions) to growth controlled by manganese
diffusion in ferrite (LEP interface conditions) at the very beginning of the holding stage.

Secondly, during their work on carbide dissolution and subsequent austenite growth,
Teixeira et al. [9] and Lai et al. [10] both highlighted a regime transition. The work of
Teixeira et al. [9] highlighted a regime transition from the LEP to the LENP when reaching
the PNTT during carbide dissolution under industrial heating conditions. Meanwhile,
Lai et al. [10] showed a transition from the LENP to the LEP regime on low-enriched
carbides under isothermal conditions. This work showed both transitions under industrial
heating conditions: a first transition from the LEP to the LENP regime when reaching the
PNTT of the carbide and a second transition from the LENP to the LEP after complete
dissolution of the carbide.

Thus, under typical industrial conditions (3 ◦C/s up to 800 ◦C), different interface
conditions and growth regimes coexist during the heating stage.

The work of Miyamoto et al. [14] highlighted a carbon flux in ferrite, starting with
carbides as carbon sources. In the present work, the analysis is extended to rich carbon
austenite as carbon sources (inspired from austenite formed from pearlite islands). The
third and last simulation showed that the coexistence of interfaces under LENP and LEP
conditions promotes an interaction of austenite growth thanks to a carbon flux in the ferrite
matrix from the LEP interface to the LENP interface. As a consequence, an austenite island
with LENP interface conditions can exaggeratedly grow at the expense of the growth of
an austenite island with LEP interface conditions. Such growth competition can partially
explain the impacts of heating parameters on the final microstructure of steels. Indeed,
the heating rate can promote either LENP or LEP interface conditions during austenite
formation from different carbon-rich structures (pearlite islands, isolated carbides) [4,9].
Then, the chosen heating rate may promote interface condition interactions, as shown in
the present work, leading to strongly different austenite morphologies.

5. Conclusions

In this work, phase transformations controlled by interface thermodynamic conditions
during intercritical annealing of an industrial-like semi-product for DP steel production
were numerically investigated using Thermo-Calc/DICTRA. The phase transformation
was modeled by a local field model considering sharp interface and local equilibrium (LE)
interface conditions. These simulations aimed to better understand the interface conditions
during intercritical annealing and how they control austenite formation kinetics. Pearlite
bands and spheroidized carbides isolated in the ferrite matrix were the two carbon sources
for austenite formation.

First, the austenite, formed from pearlite island, planar growth showed a regime
transition. During the heating stage, the growth kinetics are governed by carbon diffusion
under LENP interface conditions. A carbon gradient builds up in austenite, making its
fraction lower than the LENP fraction. During the holding stage, manganese partitioning,
due to LEP interface conditions and slow manganese diffusion in austenite, leads to an
austenite overshoot.

Then, the carbide dissolution and austenite spherical growth simulations showed three
stages during the heating stage. The austenite undergoes slow growth due to a LEP tie-line
at both the θ/γ and γ/α interfaces. When the PNTT is reached, the carbide dissolves,
and the austenite grows quickly without manganese partitioning. When the carbide is
completely dissolved, austenite grows again with manganese partitioning.

Hence, different interface conditions (LENP or LEP) may coexist during the heating
stage. A simulation cell was designed to investigate the growth competition due to interface
conditions. At the interface set with LEP conditions (γLEP/α), a manganese depletion,
inspired from previous simulations, was imitated. Only austenite set with LENP interface
conditions (γLENP) grew during the heating stage. The manganese depletion was found
responsible for a constant ∇µC established in ferrite and at both interfaces, leading to a
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stable carbon flux from austenite set with LEP interface conditions (γLEP), to γLENP along
the heating stage. This carbon flux hindered γLEP growth and promoted γLENP growth.

Thus, our numerical study indicates that thermodynamic interface conditions com-
petition promotes the growth of austenite islands under LENP interface conditions, at
the expense of the growth of austenite islands under LEP interface conditions. Such a
difference in growth kinetics impacts the final microstructure via austenite morphology.
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